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Want To Restrict Free Speech About Islam
Muslims
Dearborn Imam Hassan al-Qazwini calls on U.S. to enforce Sharia blasphemy laws
Egypt's Prime Minister: U.S. must criminalize criticism of Islam -- or else
Egyptian President Morsi: Muhammad "is a red line for all Muslims," calls on Obama to
"'take dissuasive measures" against those who insult Islam
Egypt: Grand Imam of al-Azhar urges UN to criminalize insults to Islam
Egypt's Interpol office seeks arrest warrant against Muhammad filmmakers
Egypt: Muslim Brotherhood demands that France take "firm and rapid measures"
against magazine that printed Muhammad cartoons
U.S. Imams Call for Restricting Free Speech
Saudi Grand Mufti wants international blasphemy laws
"No such thing as Islamic terrorism," says delegate to U.N. conference on how to
criminalize criticism of Islam 2013
Arab League, OIC, European Union, and African Union formulating international law
criminalizing criticism of Islam
OIC top dog says West should enact global Sharia blasphemy law
OIC again demands laws against "Islamophobia"
Pakistani government declares Friday a day of national protest over Muhammad video
Turkey's PM Erdogan: "Islamophobia" should be recognized as a crime against
humanity
Indonesian President at UN calls for legally binding Sharia blasphemy law
criminalizing criticism of Islam
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Muslims terrorize infidels in Thailand, Afghanistan, Kenya, Bangladesh -- Algeria at
UN demands criminalizing of criticism of Islam
Pakistan's president asks UN to ban "hate material" against Muhammad
Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood President Morsi at UN, calls for restrictions on free speech
Iran's Judiciary Chief: U.S. Constitution is "law of barbarism"
Mona Eltahawy called her Egyptian jihadi attackers "beasts," but spray-painted sign
that called jihadis "savages"
Cyrus McGoldrick of Hamas-linked CAIR applauds Mona Eltahawy's fascist vandalism
Christina Abraham, "Civil Rights Director" at Hamas-linked CAIR-Chicago, calls for
more fascist vandalism of AFDI pro-freedom ads
Reza Aslan calls for vandalism of AFDI pro-freedom ads
Muslim writer: Kill Westerners and put their decapitated heads on display to stop
mockery of Muhammad

Non-Muslims
Obama vs. free speech: "The future must not belong to those who slander the prophet of
Islam"
Obama administration has refused to rule out joining OIC to restrict free speech about
Islam.
Critic of State Department/OIC meetings on restricting free speech detained as
"security threat"
Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff calls Qur'an-burning pastor, asks him to practice
Sharia-compliant self-censorship
Vatican spokesman calls for end to offenses against Islam, does not condemn jihad
murders; bishop in Libya calls for blasphemy laws in the West
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University of Pennsylvania prof calls for arrest of Muhammad filmmaker
Los Angeles Times calls for restrictions on freedom of speech of counter-jihadists
Time Magazine calls for censorship, blames victims of Islamic attack on French
magazine that lampooned Muhammad
Guardian calls for free speech restrictions in wake of jihad murder of U.S. ambassador
Robert Spencer: The Suicide of the Free Press
The Sharia-zation of Hollywood
New York Times praised Piss Christ, condemned Muhammad movie
Federal Court Hearing Scheduled in AFLC’s Challenge to D.C. Transit Authority’s
Refusal to Run Anti-Jihad Advertisement
EU Parliament President denounces attempts to ridicule Islam
UN top dog Ban Ki-moon says Muhammad filmmakers abused freedom of expression
France: Magazine's Muhammad cartoons prompt France to shut embassies in 20
countries
How 'Religious Defamation' Laws Would Ban Islam :: Raymond Ibrahim
Slaves choosing slavery: Slate says that U.S. overvalues free speech
Robert Spencer: New York Review of Books calls for criminalizing of criticism of Islam
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights calls for limitations on freedom of speech
According to Charles Woods, father of Navy SEAL Tyrone Woods, who was killed in
Benghazi, Secretary of State Clinton said of the Muhammad filmmaker: “We’re going to
have that person arrested and prosecuted.” Which he was.
Here is the Boston Globe in bed with jihadist supporters. 2013

